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Mathematics: The Language of STEM 
Number Sense with Warthogs in the Kitchen 

 
 
CONTENT AND TASK DECISIONS 
Grade Level(s): Kindergarten 
 
Description of the Task:  Value of Numbers 1-10 
Students will be able to understand the value of numbers 1-10 by counting the objects (and/or 
representing the value).  Students will use the Unifix 1-10 Stairs and place Unifix cubes in each 
stair to represent the value of that number. 
 
Indiana Mathematics Content Standards:  
KNS.5:  Count out the number of objects, given a number from 1-20.  
 
Indiana Mathematics Process Standards: 
PS.1 - Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them 
PS.2 - Attend to precision 
PS.3 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively 
PS.5 - Use Appropriate tools strategically  
 
Students will be able to understand the meaning of each number and the value it represents. 
They will check to make sure they made sense of the objects they counted. 
 
The word “number” represents the value.  The word “numeral” represents the symbol.  The last 
number counted is the value. 
 
Mathematics Content Goals:  

- Students will be able to understand the meaning of numbers.  
- Every number represents a value.  
- One to one correspondence is a very foundational concept to understanding numbers.  
- Students will visually see the difference in each value. 
- Students will be able to understand the numeral and the symbol it represents.  

 
Language Objectives: 

- Students will be able to understand the value of each numeral. 
- Students will be able to share and tell how they can represent objects that define the 

value of numerals 1-20 with a partner and/or in whole group. 
- Students will be able to view, reflect, and tell what they notice about each number value. 
- Students will be able to describe new vocabulary in context. 

 
Materials:  

- Warthogs in the Kitchen A Sloppy Counting Book  ISBN# 0-15-325443-2 
- Realia to develop their Schema: 
- Measuring Cups, Bowl, measuring spoons, big wooden spoon (for mixing),  jar of 

pickles, flour, sugar, timer, Book or photo of Pumbaa from the Lion King  
- Didax Unifix 1-10 Stair:  Item #DDX-210838 (See example at the end of this lesson) 
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- Didax Unifix Cubes: Item #: DDX-225   $13.95  100-count 
- Multi-colored linking cubes (minimum quantity needed: 55 unifix cubes; One set for 

each pair of  partners.)  I preferred to have one color per column so the student could 
see a visual representation of each number value.  This will make the number value 
more visual so the student can see how the values increase with each numeral. 

-  Cupcakes and tins:  4 cupcake tins with colored cupcakes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE LESSON 
 
Before:   
Student Actions:  The students will be listening to activate their prior knowledge about 
cupcakes, warthogs, Pumbaa, learn new vocabulary; sloppy and silly.  Students will listen to 
the story to figure out the problem in Warthogs in the Kitchen . 
      - Students will be in a large group.  

- Students will interact and respond to the story. 
 
Teacher Actions:  
Activate prior knowledge (including the specific questions you will ask to raise students’ 
curiosity and activate or determine their prior knowledge) 

● How many of you like Cupcakes? Raise your hand. 
● How many of you like Chocolate cupcakes?  How many of you like white cupcakes? 
● Who knows the Movie “The Lion King?”  What is the name of this 

character? 
● Show a picture of Pumbaa.  Pumbaa is a warthog.  The story that I will 

read to you today is about some warthogs.  How can you describe a 
warthog? 

●  The teacher will read the story, “Warthogs in the Kitchen: A Sloppy Counting Book.”  
- Read the title of the book to the class.  What do they think the book will be about just 

from looking at the front cover and the name of the title?  Have kids turn and talk.  Allow 
three students to share the idea that their partner shared.  Read the story.  

● There are warthogs in our story today.  The story is Warthogs in the Kitchen: A Sloppy 
Counting Story .  There will be a problem in our story.  I will ask you what the problem 
was after I read the story.  I will give you two clues.  The word sloppy  in the title of our 
story.  What does sloppy  mean?  I will choose two students to share what their partner 
said.  Tell your partner what sloppy means. Choose two students to share what their 
partner said.  Also, the word counting  is in our title.  If you know what counting  means, 
raise your hand.  I’ll choose two students to tell me what counting means.  

● Today, we read about how warthogs count.  We will get to count after we read the 
counting story. 
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● -Be sure the problem is understood:  After we read the story, I will ask you what the 
problem is.  So, watch, listen and think about what is happening in the story.  This is a 
funny story, but I want you to think about why it is so funny and silly. 

● Establish clear expectations (including the specific expectations you have for  
students to record their mathematical thinking in writing or drawing).  Ask the question: 
What problem do you see in this story?  (What is the mathematical task?) 
Think//Pair/Share; How does counting help or hurt our story?  

 
Use any of the following questions to support your own classroom of students: 

- Stop at page 5.  Ask the question, What are 2 clean hooves?   What are germs?  
- Pg. 7 What is some measures? (Show measuring cups &/or measuring spoons)   How 

many warthogs do you see now? 
- Pg. 8 Let’s count the Cake Makers/Warthogs.  What book are they reading?  Cookbook 

or a Recipe  How many Warthogs? 
- Pg. 9 Four scoops of sugar.  Is this how your mom measures sugar?  NO  

How does your mom measure sugar?  How many Warthogs? 
- Pg 11 What does the word “instant” mean?  Right Away! 
- Pg 12 Five scoops of butter.  That looks like a lot.  
- Pg 13 What is happening to the eggs?  How many on the floor?  How many Warthogs? 
- Pg 14-15 The warthog found a jar of pickles.  Pickles in cupcakes?  Does that sound 

right? Have you seen pickles in cupcakes?   How many Warthogs? 
- Pg 16-17 Seven scoops of flour.  Eight tongues lick lips at the sight? What does that 

mean?  Let’s count the Warthogs.  How many tongues? 
- Pg 18-19  Put them in the cupcake pans.  Is this how your mom does it? What does an 

Oven do? 
- Pg 20-21 Nine minutes cooking.  Show a timer. 10 cupcakes - the two tiny ones for 

Teddy.  Who is Teddy?   Let’s count the cupcakes.  Let’s count the Warthogs? 
- Pg 22-23  0 Zero cupcakes left?  Where are the cupcakes now? We’re excellent cooks. 

Who are the cooks?   What are they doing now?  Count the warthogs with me. 
- End of the Book:  Talk about the two different recipes.  I’m going to ask you a question 

about the story and I want you to think about it to yourself first for one minute.  What did 
you notice about the numbers in the book? Then: Turn and talk to your partner.  

 
Note about the text: In the story, Warthogs in the Kitchen, there is an additional warthog on 
each page starting with one warthog and ending up with 8 warthogs, 10 cupcakes (Two 
cupcakes are for the teddy bear). The warthogs are very sloppy with their measurements. 
They add pickles to the cupcake recipe too.  The last page of the book has a Cupcake Recipe 
for Humans and a Cupcake Recipe for Warthogs.  It is so silly, you need to read it to the 
students.  This can be done on the 2nd day if needed.  

● There is more than one problem in the text. 
● The measuring is not accurate, but messy, so the cooking may not turn out right. 
● Some measurements were stated as a “scoop,” rather than 1 cup or 2 cups.  The 

text reads as; “Better find some measures.  We can’t just guess.”  However, the 
warthogs are guessing when they are not accurate with their cooking and big 
heaping scoops. 

● The warthogs throw in pickles.  It is not in the human cupcake recipe. 
● The cooking is sloppy. Not all the eggs make it in the bowl. 
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DURING: 
Student Actions: 
This phase of the lesson should be designed for students to explore the focus task. Describe 
specifically what the students will be doing in this phase. Include a description of how the 
students will record their mathematical thinking in writing or drawing throughout the 
investigation. Describe how you will accomplish each of the following in this phase of the 
lesson: 

● FOCUS TASK: Partners will take a bag of number cards or dot cards.  Bags can be 
labeled with number words, the numeral, or a picture. Provide 4 - 6 bags of different 
levels of counting.  They will allow for varied ability.  They will count and/or identify the 
number represented on the card.  Students will count objects to match the number 
value on their card.  Partners will be engaged in their partner’s work.   They will watch 
and verify their partner has counted correctly. 

● Let go:  Students will work with partners to count objects.  Touch and count or 
Touch and scoot. 

● Listen actively: Students will be able to count and take turns talking with their partners 
about their counting, learning and noticing. 

● Provide appropriate support (including the specific questions you will ask to focus 
students’ thinking on the critical features of the task or to help students who are stuck): 
Students will be able to tell what they learned about the numbers they worked with 
today.  What did you learn about the numbers today?  Did anyone have any parts they 
got stuck on?  How did you and your partner work together?  Tell your partner what you 
learned.  They will listen to each other.  

● Provide worthwhile extensions: Students will be able to listen to their partner and 
share in a conversation with them.  They will be able to talk about how they like to 
count.  What strategy did you use to count?   What can you do to make sure that you 
counted accurately?  How can you help your partner understand how you learn best to 
count? 

   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Optional Teacher Action: Teacher will demonstrate how the numbers 1 - 10 will increase with 
the Unifix cubes  and the Unifix 1 - 10 Stairs .  Students will observe the teacher start with one 
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unifix cube and add an additional unifix cube to make two.  The teacher will continue to add an 
additional unifix until all ten stairs are filled up.  The teacher will stop along the way and ask 
what are the students noticing with the cubes.  Allow time for them to think, then and turn and 
talk with their partner.  

 
 
 
 
AFTER:  
(Partner work) 
In this portion of the lesson, students should work as a community of learners, discussing, 
justifying, and challenging various solutions to the problem all have just worked on. Here is 
where much of the learning will occur. It is critical to plan sufficient time for a discussion and 
make sure the During portion does not go on for too long. Describe how you will accomplish 
each of the following: 

● Promote a mathematical community of learners (Describe how the students will 
present their solution strategies.  How will you organize the discussion to accomplish 
the mathematical goals? Which solutions will be shared and in what order?) 
As partners, students will work together to count .  To create partners, you can pair 
ability, so both partners can do the work.   Listen as students work together to complete 
their work.  After the students have pulled a number or dot card, have the students 
count the plastic muffins as their partners observe.  What ways can you count today? 
Count and touch or Count and scoot.  What have you learned about about counting, 
numbers, and muffins today? 

● Listen actively without evaluation (How will you respond to students’ presentations of 
their solutions?) 

o What did you learn to be a better mathematician?  (As you work with numbers 
and as you learn more about numbers) 

o Teacher can respond with a Growth Mindset : 
▪ I like the way you were thinking about your numbers 
▪ I like the way you described your thinking 
▪ I like the way you were making sense of the patterns 

● Make connections (What questions will you ask to help students make sense of the 
mathematics, make connections, see patterns, and make generalizations?) 

● Ask the students what they noticed as they counted their muffins or matched the 
numeral, dots or pictures. 

● How did you know if you were doing it correctly? 
● How did you help your partner with the work? 
● Did you see any patterns? 
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● Have you seen this pattern somewhere else in the world? 
 

● Summarize main ideas (How will you formalize the main ideas of the lesson? How will 
you reinforce appropriate terminology, definitions, or symbols?) 

o What did we learn about counting today?  What is one way to count warthogs, 
muffins, or ingredients like eggs in our story?  One to one correspondence is a 
very foundational concept to understanding numbers.  

o What did we learn about numbers today?  Each number represents a value. 
o What did we learn about patterns today?  Each number increases in value. 
o What did we learn about the symbol and the value today? 
o Make sure that every partner group has a chance to answer questions. 

 
 
ASSESSMENT 

 
Observe: Describe how you will observe students to gather evidence about what they are 
learning, and describe the specific evidence of mathematical understanding that you will look 
for in your observations. 
 
Ask: List the specific questions you will ask students to assess their learning.  
 
Book:  Warthogs in the Kitchen 

● What did you learn from the book, Warthogs in the Kitchen? 
● How does this book teach us about cooking? 
● How does this teach us about counting? 
● What did you learn from the recipes in the back of the book? 

 
Activity: Muffin Counting 

● What did you learn from the numeral cards, dots, pictures or muffins? 
● What did you notice about your learning today or your partner’s learning today? 
● Can you use your learning in helping your mom cook? 

 
Optional Activity:  Unifix Cubes and Unifix Stairs 

● What did you learn from the Unifix cubes? 
● What did you learn about this pattern? 
● What did you learn about this counting activity? 

 
 
 
Option for Day 2:  Warthogs in the Kitchen: Book online. (2:04 minutes in length) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4vvFdCw1Dc 
 
Day 2:  Activity:  Count Muffins for additional practice 

● Have students write or draw a counting activity with the muffins, muffin tin pans and/or 
numeral cards, dot cards, or pictures 

● Students can draw or show their understanding with a picture 
● Students can extend their understanding with multiple pictures or drawings, noticings 

and/or words 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4vvFdCw1Dc
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Materials for Math MSP lesson: 
 
Warthogs in the Kitchen A Sloppy Counting Book 
https://www.amazon.com/Trophies-Warthogs-PUBLISHERS-2002-01-01-Paperback/dp/B012YX85D4/
ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1476118208&sr=1-4&keywords=warthogs+in+the+kitchen 
 

$14.32 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4vvFdCw1Dc 
 

United Arts & Education Materials: 
Didax Unifix 1-10 Stair   Item #: DDX-210838    $7.95 

http://www.unitednow.com/product/3888/didax-unifix-1-10-stair.aspx 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Didax Unifix Cubes:   Item #: DDX-225    100-count     $13.95  
http://www.unitednow.com/product/6378/didax-unifix-cubes.aspx?item=11272 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Trophies-Warthogs-PUBLISHERS-2002-01-01-Paperback/dp/B012YX85D4/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1476118208&sr=1-4&keywords=warthogs+in+the+kitchen
https://www.amazon.com/Trophies-Warthogs-PUBLISHERS-2002-01-01-Paperback/dp/B012YX85D4/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1476118208&sr=1-4&keywords=warthogs+in+the+kitchen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4vvFdCw1Dc
http://www.unitednow.com/product/3888/didax-unifix-1-10-stair.aspx
http://www.unitednow.com/product/6378/didax-unifix-cubes.aspx?item=11272
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Mini Muffin Counters     Item #: LER5555    60-count  $17.99 

http://www.unitednow.com/product/18017/mini-muffin-counters.aspx 
 
 

 
 
Sorting Muffin Pans     Item #:  LER5557   4 muffin tin pans $22.99 

http://www.unitednow.com/product/18019/sorting-muffin-pans.aspx 
 

 

 

http://www.unitednow.com/product/18017/mini-muffin-counters.aspx
http://www.unitednow.com/product/18019/sorting-muffin-pans.aspx
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Here is a book with Pumbaa on the front cover to show what a warthog looks like. 

 
Here is Timon, the Meerkat, and Pumbaa, the Warthog. 
 

 


